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DOME DECO SPRING/SUMMER 2021 COLLECTION LAUNCH AT JUNE HIGH POINT
MARKET
FEATURING INTRODUCTIONS FROM AWARD WINNING EUROPEAN DESIGNERS
JAVA SHELF BY PAUL APERS
LUGANO SOFA BY RENÉ HOLTEN

High Point, NC –
Leading European Lifestyle Home Furnishings brand Dôme Deco, which is now being distributed in the
U.S., is an international B2B interior design company that designs and distributes total interior concepts.
Creating exclusive interior settings with a wide range of high-end quality design products with a
cosmopolitan identity. The brand offers affordable luxury to interior designers, architects, retailers,
hoteliers, co-working spaces, real estate projects and the likes on a worldwide level.
The producer and designer of B2B interior collections will launch their Spring/Summer 2021 Collection,
inspired by the theme “Revitalise”. With a presentation of Shades of Khaki Green, a natural color with an
urban attitude and Shades of Sienna Red, a color referring to nature with its earthy richness and warm
red touch.
“The essence of the theme is using deep colors connected with nature. Organic shapes, sophisticated
materials. Urban vibe meets natural touch. We translated this into more natural and raw elements,
deep collection colors and an interesting, worldly product combination, ranging from Polish glassware to
Indonesian craftsmanship and Italian fabrics from Carlucci.”, says U.S. Sales Manager Scott McKearn
Dôme Deco has put a few designers in the spotlight with whom it entered into a collaboration. Dutch
award-winning designer René Holten is known for his highly qualitative products with an elegant,
timeless and innovative character. The exact match with the Dôme Deco identity.
“The absence of back cushions and the large armrests are the main characteristics of the sleek and
contemporary Lugano Sofa designed by Holten. Its refined details and sophisticated appearance create
the perfect fit for any living space, hotel lobby or general lounge area.”, says McKearn.
Dôme Deco will also introduce the Java Shelf in collaboration with Paul Apers. A flexible shelving system
that can be mounted in several ways and is an eye-catcher in any living space.

Based on Paul Alpers extensive and in-depth knowledge of the furniture industry, he set out to develop
a modular shelving system that serves a multitude of applications. Be it a single unit in a private study, a
combination of a dining room setting or an even more elaborate presentation for use in a hotel lobby,
the Java shelf will cater to a Designer’s specific needs. As it is modular, it comes in small packages,
making it easy to transport and handle.
To be even more project-oriented, the brand will also be launching a new fabric fan with the trend
colors of the season. "It is an indication of intriguing fabric combinations, possible to take an interior
project to a higher level”, says Dome Deco-US Owner Sangeeta Gupta.

Code: FU17-S1/BR Java Modular S/6, 12 Wooden Shelfs
Dimensions: 11.8" L x 19.7" W x 39.4" H
Description: The Java Shelf Is A Modular Shelving System That Serves A Multitude Of Applications. Its
Design Being Simple And Minimalistic, Its Use Effective And Efficient. Be It A Single Unit In A Private
Study, A Combination In A Dining Room Setting, Or An Even More Elaborate. Because It Is Modular, It
Also Comes In Small Packages, Making It Very Easy To Transport And Handle. Presentation For In A Hotel
Lobby, The Java Shelf Will Cater To Your Specific Needs.
Code: FU17-S2/BR Java Modular 2 Wooden Shelfs
Dimensions: 11.8" L x 19.7" W x 39.4" H

Sectional Sofa Code: LUG160-330 Lugano Corner Sofa Left Hand

Dimensions: 63" L x 129.9" W x 30.3" H
Description: The Absence of Back Cushions And The Large Armrests Are The Main Characteristics Of The
Sleek And Contemporary Look Of Our Lugano Sofa. Its Refined Details And Sophisticated Appearance
Create The Perfect Fit For Any Living Space. Designed By René Holten.
Sofa Code: LUG160-330 Lugano Sofa 220
Dimensions: 86.6" L x 35.4" W x 30.3" H

Dôme Deco is a leading European Lifestyle and Home Furnishings brand that distributes a
cosmopolitan interior concept consisting of furniture, home accessories, lighting and textiles.
“We have earned a unique place in homes, through retailers and in projects worldwide. With
our launch in the U.S. in January 2019, we are thrilled to make this wonderful collection
available here in the States”, says Dôme Deco U.S. Distributor Sangeeta Gupta.
Cosmopolitan Living
Cosmopolitan living, two words that capture everything Dôme Deco stands for. We create
interior collections with a cosmopolitan identity. Our strong desire to explore and gather
inspiration from all over the world is translated in collections that are recognized by unique
combinations of colors and textures. This results in a warm, inviting and sophisticated interior
atmosphere. An interior look suited for those who enjoy an urban lifestyle with a touch of
luxury.
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